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Introduction
Griffin Gallery is delighted to present the group exhibition Pool, exploring the
expanded field of painting via the device of a constructed landscape, a garden,
with works brought together as an immersive experience. Thirteen artists, all of
whom work in and around painting, have been asked to make work that alludes to
this theme. As the show has developed, new connections between the works have
become apparent, and aims have altered and shifted. The construct of a garden has
acted as a frame in itself, with ideas embedded in individual pieces moving in and
outside its own boundaries.
The show begins before walking into the gallery with paintings that appear and
disappear with blasts of steam. Entry to the body of the show is via an immersive
work that also presents a tunnel into another world. Once inside, viewers will find
suggestions of paths with glimpses and vistas appearing as they progress, both of
the garden of works itself and landscapes beyond.
Embracing the openness and inclusivity that is implied by the expanded field, Pool
includes framed 2D pieces, moving out into sculptural work, video and performance. Works that are hung on the wall discuss space; interior space, the spatial
language of painting, the space outside the painting as paint pools and sits on the
surface of its support. Continuing to move beyond the frame, time is embedded
in many of the works, the deep time of geological formations, the contemplative
time of walking, the present time of performance, and future time in work that will
decompose, to be shown again in a new form.
Viewers are encouraged to engage with the show directly through deckchairs that
can be moved around the space, and a bench for conversation. A performance
will happen during the show, unannounced, working with and around the works,
possibly undocumented, probably leaving no trace. A path leads to a door in the
wall, offering a glimpse of a flickering pool, and the process of washing pigment is
shown in a swirling film, suggesting the endless possibilities of painting.
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Cork Lined Rooms: Artist Questionnaires
The interviews in this publication are an extract from Cork Lined Rooms, a collection
of artist interviews based on the Proust Questionnaire.

Rebecca Byrne (RB), Ian Davenport (ID), Lee Edwards (LEd), Liz Elton
(LEl), Sarah Jones (SJ), Rob Leech (RL), Juliette Losq (JL), Vanessa
Maurice-Williams (VM-W), Onya McCausland (OM), Sam Mould (SM),
Selma Parlour (SP), Kes Richardson (KR), Sarah Kate Wilson (SKW)

What is your earliest memory of art?
RB | I was taken to exhibitions by my Aunt Loretta throughout my childhood, and to
the theatre. She loved art so my first memories are of seeing exhibitions with her
and of making little ‘art projects’ together.
ID | Making a painting of some ducks with my Dad sat next to me.
LEd | Watching Hartbeat with Tony Hart.
LEl | Making a splashy painting of a pale pink horse at primary school.
SJ | A colouring competition in Woman’s Realm.
RL | Being un-inspired by Joseph Wright of Derby.
JL | Going to the Royal Academy Summer Show every year with my father. We used
to go with an artist friend of his and his daughter and would make a day out of it.
VM-W | Being left to sit and draw in The Tate by my mother, and picking Mark
Gertler’s Merry-Go-Round (I still have the drawing somewhere!)
OM | Being taken to the National Gallery in London with my Dad who showed me,
with some solemnity, Van Gogh’s Chair.
SM | Scribbling with wax crayons over the lounge wall.
SP | My primary school teacher had a reproduction of Vincent’s Chair and we were
asked to paint our own.
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KR | I was always drawing as a kid; monsters with an excess of teeth, Star Wars
figures, later Orcs and Space Marines, then Subway Art and hallucinogens. My
earliest recollection of ‘real’ art is the Rothko room at the Tate Gallery. My school art
teacher, Pete Bousfield, was explaining how the forms oscillate in space by moving
his hands back and forward while squinting, bouncing excitedly up and down and
making fizzing noises through his teeth.
SKW | All these memories seem to arrive at the same time. My grandma’s oil
paintings of snow, my mother’s batiks, permanent miniature sandcastle cities made
at the side of the road in Jeddah, Saudi Arabia, and dyed pink and blue duck eggs
for brunch at a restaurant.
If you could own any work of art, which would it be?
RB | Anything by Hieronymus Bosch.
ID | Any painting by Vermeer.
LEl | I saw the most beautiful tiny painting by Breugel at the first Frieze Masters. I
could imagine looking at it every day.
SJ | Martin Creed Work No.200.
RL | Something from Jeff Koons’ Celebration series.
SM | Any Georgia O’Keefe piece of work.
SP | Today, Matisse’s L’Atelier Rouge.
When and where are you happiest?
RB | With my family, at dinner, hearing about everyone’s day.
LEl | Clear day, top of a mountain or walking along a beach in Scotland.
RL | When with my darling Jessica.
OM | In my bed asleep.
SP | The sun is shining, the birds are singing and my cat walks behind a low wall so
all I can see of her is her tall tail with its curled end bobbing up and down - that just
cracks me up.
KR | When I’m in the ocean.
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What is your greatest extravagance?
ID | Buying guitars.
LEl | Walking away.
If you could ask one question and receive a true answer, what would that question
be?
SM | Why do I see one shade of blue and you see another?
Which natural gift would you most like to possess?
LEd | The Great Barrier Reef.
RL | Being good at football.
JL | Gregariousness.
VM-W | To play the piano, like my grandfather.
KR | Courage.
Who is your favourite fictional hero?
LEd | The Doctor.
LEl | Batman.
RL | I don’t really have ‘favourites’. Nor do I find heroes particularly interesting.
I recently read Stoner by John Williams. It’s about a guy who lead a rather
insignificant life, his story though, is moving. His story is to me, much more
interesting than one about someone who saves the world.
ID | Robin Hood.
JL | Conan the Barbarian.
OM | Wicked witch of the East.
SM | Queen Galadriel.
SP | Dorothy.
KR | Mr Miyagi.
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Who is your favourite fictional villain?
JL | Muttley.
VM-W | Scarlett O’Hara from Margaret Mitchell’s Gone with the Wind.
SM | Dick Dastardly.
SP | Marvin the Martian.
KR | Robert Carlyle’s Begbie or Gary Oldman’s psycho cop in Leon.
If you had a superpower, what would it be?
ID | The Force.
LEd | Invisibility.
SJ | My elbow would also be a stapler.
JL | Flight.
What to your mind would be the greatest of misfortunes?
LEd | Being run down by an ambulance.
OM | A nuclear ‘incident’, which I fear is imminent.
What to your mind would be the greatest of fortunes?
ID | I consider myself unbelievably lucky to do what I do and make paintings for a
living.
Tell us a joke.
RB | I was raised by a Chicago Policeman, so almost all my jokes are inappropriate
and socially unacceptable.
LEd | A guy threw a carton of milk at me the other day - how dairy!
JL | What did the artist say to the dentist? Matisse hurt.
SP | What goes black white black white black white thump? A penguin rolling down
the stairs.
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Which album, film and book would you take to a desert island?
RB | Hunky Dory, The English Patient and A Fine Balance by Rohinton Mistry.
ID | White Album by the Beatles, Laurence of Arabia, Robinson Crusoe.
LEd | Urban Hymns by The Verve, Wendy and Lucy by Kelly Reichardt, The Third
Policeman By Flann O’Brien.
LEl | A recording of Allegri’s Miserere, Bad Santa, The Complete Works of Thomas
Hardy.
VM-W | So much of everything I would want to take… but put on the spot I’d go
with The Bonzo Dog Band The Outro, Natural Born Killers and the collected works
of Somerset Maugham.
SM | Hot Fuss by The Killers, Anchorman and One Hundred Years Of Solitude by
Gabriel Garcia Marquez.
KR | Donuts by J Dilla, a Michael Haneke box set, Beckett’s Complete Dramatic
Works.
What would your ‘death row’ meal be?
RB | Bouillabaisse, homemade bread with butter, and several bottles of wine.
ID | Devon crab, bread, mayonnaise and a good bottle of Champagne.
LEd | Fish Fingers, mash and beans. With ketchup.
SJ | Ginger beer and a plain chocolate Bounty.
JL | Pea and Mint Soup, Vegetarian Wellington and Mashed Potato and Tarte au
Citron.
VM-W | An extravagant many course meal cooked by various British cooks –
including a starter by Ottolenghi, a main by Hugh Fearnley-Whittingstall and a
pudding by Nigel Slater – with lots of chocolate truffles to end on and a wine to
match each course!
SM | Definitely mash-potato, freshly grilled fish and a glass of Sancerre.
SKW | A random mix of gyoza, conch salad, conch fritters, steak diane (rare), cavolo
nero, dauphinoise potatoes cheese board and red wine.
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If you were a world record breaker, what would it be for?
ID | Dripping lines.
SM | I am. Swimming the English Channel in the first-ever butterfly relay in
19 hours and 15 minutes.
Which three historical figures would you like to have lunch with?
RB | Eleanor Roosevelt, David Bowie and Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.
LEd | Wat Tyler, Mary Wollstonecraft and David Bowie.
LEl | I’d love to get Velázquez, Bacon and Pope Innocent X together.
SJ | Gertrude Stein, Claude Cahun and Dr Seuss.
JL | Edgar Allan Poe, Hogarth, Toulouse-Lautrec.
VM-W | Henri Matisse, Nikki de Saint Phalle and Harold Pinter.
OM | Johanne Wolfgang Goethe (to talk about rocks), Martin Heidegger (as
long as he didn’t talk at all) and Plato (to make up the numbers).
KR | Einstein, Guston and Sun Ra.
SKW | Duchamp, Coco Chanel, Cleopatra VII Thea Philopator.
What or who has been the biggest influence to your practice?
LEl | Maybe seeing Michael Landy’s Breakdown in 2001.
RL | Too many to choose from. Martin Creed is a big one, so is Jeff Koons. I was
actually very influenced by Ian Davenport who is in this show.
VM-W | My mother and Matisse.
OM | My childhood.
SM | The wild outdoors.
SKW | For me it all comes back to Jackson Pollock.
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Who will play you in the film of your life?
RL | Definitely Tom Hardy.
JL | Kristen Johnston (from 3rd Rock from the Sun).
VM-W | Emma Thompson.
OM: Judy Garland.
SM | Carey Mulligan.
KR | Jason Statham.
What would you do if you knew you could not fail?
RB | Parkour.
What is your motto?
ID | Travel Hopefully - my Dad used to say it to me all the time.
LEl | Don’t look back.
SJ | What would so-and-so do? I have a bumper list of so-and-sos to insert there.
RL | Who the fuck has a motto?
SP | Make another painting.

Cork Lined Rooms, initiated by artist Karen David in 2013, is a collection of artist
interviews based on the Proust Questionnaire.
Cork Lined Rooms refers to the room in which Marcel Proust spent the last three
years of his life completing his novel À la Recherche du Temps Perdu (In Search of
Lost Time) (1913–1927). Proust spent most of his time in this bedroom where walls
were lined with cork to keep dust and noise out. In this way he insulated himself
from the outside world, keeping his windows closed and covered with heavy blue
curtains; the only source of light coming from a green-shaded lamp.
www.corklinedrooms.com
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Rebecca Byrne
Monument Valley II, 2016, oil on linen, 110 x 73cm
Monument Valley III, 2016, oil on linen, 120 x 90cm
Monument Valley IV, 2016, oil on linen, 120 x 90cm
Monument Valley V, 2016, oil on linen, 115 x 80cm
Monument Valley, Double, Part 1, 2015, oil on canvas, 60 x 92cm
Monument Valley, Double, Part 2, 2015, oil on canvas, 60 x 92cm
Untitled, 2015, oil on linen, 116 x 90cm
Portal, 2015, oil and embroidery thread on linen, 27 x 22cm
10, 27, 31 Green Steps, 2016, oil in linen, 46 x 38cm

10, 27, 31
10, 27, 31
7, 10, 27, 30
10, 27, 31
10, 27, 31
10, 27, 31
7, 10, 27, 30

Ian Davenport
10, 42, 43 Poured Painting: Black, Dark Blue, Black, 1998, household oil paint on mdf, 183 x
152.4cm
35 Untitled Circle Painting: Blue, Cream, Blue, 2005, household paint on mdf, 60 x 60cm
Lee Edwards
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22
22
24
22

Alas, she never knew, 2009, oil on wood, 2.5 x 3 x 1cm
Fades to memory, 2011, oil on wood, 18 x 15cm
I was too shy, 2010, oil on conker, 3.5 x 3 x 1.5cm
My aunt’s friend, 2011, oil on wood, 4 x 31 x 3.5cm
Looking for something that wasn’t there, 2011, oil on wood, 5 x 5 x 9cm
We kissed in the rain, 2009, oil on wood, 19x12x2cm
I don’t fancy you, Lee, 2010, oil on conker, 1.5 x 3 x 3cm
She didn’t smile so much after I started seeing Zoe, 2009, oil on oak, 4 x 3 x 1cm
Babes in the wood, 2010, oil on wood, 3 x 5 x 5cm
A Broken Man, 2011, oil on oak, 6.8 x 6 x 2cm
In the morning, 2011, oil on wood, 6.7 x 4.3 x 8.3cm
Liz Elton

12 Decomposition 1, Black and Blue, 2015, water soluble paint on compostable material,
dimensions variable
21 Decomposition 4, Compost Heap Painting 1, 2016, water miscible oil on compostable
material, dimensions variable
18, 19 Small Isles 2, 2016, digital pigment print on paper, 124 x 83.8cm
10, 43 Small Isles 9, 2016, digital pigment print on paper, 83.8 x 124cm
Sarah Jones
Madeleine, 1998-ongoing, chipboard, pencil, screws, 35 x 35 x 35cm
Pitch a Hook, 2016, to start with lights, other materials will be known as it is made, 27th
April - 10th June 2016
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Rob Leech
10, inside cover freestyle240416.ucv, 2016, household emulsion, aluminium trays, 195 x 88 x 6cm
30 Sun Loves Moon, 2016, beach towel, jesmonite, 72 x 125 x 10cm
Steamin’, 2016, steam cleaner, timer, anti-fog, dimensions variable
Juliette Losq
15, 22, 23, 35 Efflorescence, 2014, 2016, ink and watercolour on paper, spray paint by Josh on wooden
shed, cast iron stove, dimensions variable
Vanessa Maurice-Williams
2, 3, 6, 7, 11 Portal/Tunnel (For HM - Vence), 2016, rubble sacks, marker pen, scaffold sheeting,
clamps, clips, cable-ties, polytunnel with cover, various plastics, lightgels, Par 64 lights x
3, 330 x 640 x 410cm
inside cover, 10, Adriatic sea study, 2016, video projector, plastic bin, metal frame, metal stand, ceramic
27, 38 tiles, playtunnel, rubble sacks, netting, pvc tape, masking tape, led lights, 150 x 73 x
270cm
Onya McCausland
29 Red Earth, Settling, 2014, HD digital video, 14 min
Sam Mould
15, 26, 27, 35 Innominate Cartography, 2016, tarn water, earth pigment, watercolour and oil on canvas, wool, dimensions variable
15, 26, 35 For Alfred, 2016, sweet chestnut, brass, the remains of a view, 96.5 x 113 x 54cm
Selma Parlour
34 Three, The Side-ness of In-Out, 2016, oil on linen, 61 x 51cm
6, 26 Four, The Side-ness of In-Out, 2016, oil on linen, 61 x 51cm
27, 39 Five, The Side-ness of In-Out, 2016, oil on linen, 61 x 51cm
Kes Richardson
11
21
14, 35
15

Elephant, 2016, oil and acrylic on canvas, 200 x 165cm
Untitled (Stack), 2016, acrylic on canvas, two panels 300 x 122 x 100cm overall
The Gardeners (after Cezanne), 2014, acrylic on canvas, two panels 160 x 260cm overall
Garden (Bird), 2014, acrylic and oil stick on canvas, 160 x 130cm
Sarah Kate Wilson

6, 10, 27 The Great British Summer, 2016, wooden deckchairs, canvas, sequinned lycra, leatherette, metallic net and people, 90 x 85 x 60cm (approx.) each
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Biographies

Rebecca Byrne explores interiority and the psychological impact of space in her paintings. In particular, her
interest lies in the spaces that people inhabit, the traces left behind in abandoned spaces and thresholds
into fantastical places that cannot exist. Recent exhibitions include ‘The Poor Door’, A-Side B-Side Gallery,
London (2015), ‘The Red Files’, Schwartz Gallery, London (2015) and ‘Art Athina’ with Lubomirov-Easton
Gallery, Athens (2015). Byrne is also beginning a Supported Residency at The Bothy Project in 2016.
www.rebeccabyrne.com
Ian Davenport is famous for his abstract paintings, which are executed by letting paint pour over canvases,
boards and aluminium panels, tilted so that the final composition is determined in an interaction between
gravity and the paint’s viscosity. He has shown extensively worldwide including: Galerie Hopkins, Paris;
Galerie Slewe, Amsterdam; Paul Kasmin Gallery, New York; Hakgojae Gallery, Seoul, Korea and Dan Galeria,
São Paulo.
www.iandavenportstudio.com
Lee Edwards works in a scrupulously detailed manner across various different mediums; his practice is
frequently engaged with personal subject matter. Recent shows include solo exhibitions at Gimpel Fils
(2008) and Domobaal (2011, 2016), and Lee has also curated a number of exhibitions. He has been featured
in several publications including Time Out, Elle and Saatchi’s Art and Music Magazine. Lee is represented
by Domobaal.
www.leeedwardsart.co.uk
Liz Elton brings gestural painting together with landscape, exposing her paintings to the environment.
Documentation serves as work, remnants are reused, and compostable paintings look towards their future
destruction. Recent shows include ‘En Plein Air’, Mecklenburgh Square; ‘Art Athina’ with LubomirovEaston; ‘Continuum of Ceaseless Change’, A.P.T. and ‘The John Moores Painting Prize’, Walker Art Gallery.
‘Atmosphere’ was screened at the Gate Cinema, Notting Hill, following a showing of ‘Mr. Turner’.
www.lizelton.com
Sarah Jones’s work draws on legacies of minimalism and literal theatricality, embracing and ramping this up
as a part of picture making. Recent exhibitions and performances include Studio Hollybush Gardens, ‘hmn
edition 1’, ‘Summer Rising’ IMMA Dublin and ‘Spoken Weird’ at Whitechapel Gallery. Jones completed her
PhD in Painting at the Royal College of Art and is Resident in Critical Practice at the Royal Academy Schools
2014/2016.
Sarah Jones has no website.
Rob Leech describes his practice in the context of a sensory experience; “When you go to an Indian
Restaurant there is always a dish that comes out still sizzling. I want that dish, and I don’t want the sizzling
to stop.” Recent exhibitions include ‘Painting in Time’, The TETLEY, Leeds; ‘Apocalyptic Future Games’, No
Format, London and ‘Altered Terrain’, Associated Gallery, Brooklyn, New York. Leech is also the Director
and Curator at FORT, London.
www.robleech.net
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Juliette Losq makes work concerned with the detritus of an almost forgotten past with which our daily
experience is littered. Drawn installations, employing shifts in scale and imagery, evoke the chaotic nature
of marginal spaces, conjuring a sense of whimsical curiosity that invites the viewer to explore them. Selected
group exhibitions and awards include: ‘John Moores Painting Prize’, Finalist and Visitor’s Choice Award
(2014); ‘Complicit, Coates and Scarry’ at Gallery 8, London (2015); ‘Ghosts’, FAS Contemporary, London
(2015) and Jerwood Drawing Prize (2015).
www.losq.co.uk
Vanessa Maurice-Williams’ work concerns wayfinding through large-scale installations that concentrate on
the threshold/the portal. The scale is of fundamental importance - immense and comical, the works loom
above the viewer, fighting for their attention. Recent exhibitions include: ‘Socially Engineered Machine’,
The Control Room, Bristol and ‘Midden’, Vulpes Vulpes, London. Maurice-Williams was shortlisted for the
Derek Hill at the British School at Rome and Bloomberg New Contemporaries (2014).
www.vanessamaurice-williams.com
Sam Mould is a landscape artist whose practice occurs through a translation of physical time-based actions.
Cartography of location, place and time emerges through different mediums as a way of being in and
moving through and connecting with site, memory and landscape. Recent exhibitions include A.P.T. Gallery
(2014) and The Jerwood Drawing Prize (2012). Mould also writes for PaintUnion and had a residency with
The Bothy Project (2014).
www.sammouldpainting.com
Onya McCausland’s work explores underlying, often overlooked or hidden histories and narratives between
geological materials and humans. Her new earthwork Charcoal Measure 2016 can now be seen in the
Forest of Dean Sculpture Trail. Recent exhibitions/projects have been supported by Newlyn Gallery (2009),
Kettle’s Yard (2010), the Delfina Foundation (2012), and Camden Arts Centre (2014). She is currently showing
new prints at the Royal Academy, and is completing a PhD at the Slade UCL in 2016.
www.onyamccausland.co.uk
Selma Parlour’s paintings are meticulously rendered through soft films of transparent oil on linen so that
imagery looks drawn or printed. Central to her invented vocabulary are: the frame, flatness, surface, bands
and units of isolated colour and trompe l’oeil illusion. Recent exhibitions include a solo show ‘Paradoxes
of the Flattened-out Cavity’, DioHoria, Mykonos, Greece (2015), as well as ‘Selma Parlour & Yelena Popova’,
Horton Gallery, New York (2012) and ‘The Creative Cities Collection’, The Barbican, London (2012).
www.selmaparlour.com
Kes Richardson makes paintings in a range of ways employing a growing resource of reoccurring motifs
and visual languages. Currently, discarded paintings have become fodder for new works with an interest
in the physicality of the medium and it’s construction together with the use of visual game-play, puns and
structures. Recent exhibitions include ‘Demolition Derby’ at FOLD, London, ‘P’ at Horatio Junior, London
and ‘Garten a.V.’ at Frontviews Temporary, Berlin. Richardson is represented by FOLD.
www.kesrichardson.com
Sarah Kate Wilson makes paintings that continue to evolve as they exit the studio. These works are
kept alive by presenting them as events, through the use of ephemeral materials, by directing others via
instructions to interact with them and by working with performers. Recent solo exhibitions include ‘Iris’,
BALTIC 39, Newcastle and ‘Projected Paintings’ at Armory Center for the Arts in Pasadena, California.
Group exhibitions include ‘Painting in Time’ (2014), which she co-curated at The TETLEY, Leeds.
www.sarahkatewilson.com
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